Abstract This article concerns the claim that it is possible to create living organisms, not merely models that represent organisms, simply by programming computers ("virtual" strong alife). I ("computer-generated life" would be a more perspicuous name). In this article I shall follow the trend of using "strong alife" to mean the "virtual" version.
It is little help to be told that the creatures in question are "certain classes of computer processes" [131; that they are "realized in software" [7] , or exist "in silico" as opposed to "in vitro" [5, 12] ; that they are "digital phenotypes," or "computer-code creatures within virtual environments" [1] ; or that their "essence is information" [14] . Descriptions such as these are for the most part too vague and metaphorical to rule out any account of the basic nonbiological features of the things in question.
To put the problem another way, it is often asked whether it is possible to create life by programming a computer. But In addition to material objects, many metaphysicians recognize another category of concrete entity, namely events; and one might argue that computer-generated organisms are electronic events or processes rather than material objects. (C. Taylor [22] However, the "process" understanding of strong alife has no theoretical advantage over the view that computer-generated organisms are material objects made of wire and silicon. The presence of "living" biochemical processes in nature entails the existence of living material objects: Wherever those biochemical processes that make up an elephant metabolism are going on, there is a material elephant as well. In the same way, we should expect each "living" electronic process going on inside a computer to correspond to a living material object-an object made up of those metal and silicon atoms whose activities constitute that electronic process in just the way that the material elephant is made up of those carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and other atoms whose activities constitute its biochemical metabolism. Thus, if there are living computer processes, there must also be living pieces of computer hardware. 4 Artificial Worlds I have argued that computer-generated organisms must be either abstract complexes of pure information, physical objects made of wire and silicon, or electrical events or proArtificial Life Volume 3, Number 1 cesses. The first option, I argued, is untenable, and the third option entails the second. You may think that these categories are not exhaustive and that we have been looking for artificial life in the wrong place. Some theorists say that the computer-generated organisms we seek inhabit a "symbolic world" or "purely formal environment" or "virtual medium" of their own. Alife programmers create artificial organisms by creating an entire artificial world. The alternative to the robotic version of strong alife, we are told [15] None of this, however, impugns the claim that computer-generated organisms are physical objects inside the computer: that certain copper and silicon atoms found there become caught up in complex, self-organizing electrical activities in a way analogous to that in which certain carbon, hydrogen, and other atoms sometimes become caught up in complex, self-organizing biochemical events. Just as those carbon and hydrogen atoms thereby come to make up snakes and snails and you and me, perhaps those copper and silicon atoms thereby come to make up artificial organisms. This, I claim, is the only coherent account of strong alife.
